Axonic releases Lookeen Free - a desktop search tool for Windows®
A free, fully featured desktop search tool provides fast and efficient search of an unlimited
number of files on the main drive
KARLSRUHE, Germany - 9th April 2015 - Following the successful release of Lookeen Desktop Search in
March of this year, Axonic has developed a free version of the software for home use. Lookeen Free
allows casual users to experience the same advanced search features developed for Lookeen Desktop
Search. Lookeen Free provides professional search functionality for an unlimited number of files on all
local Windows drives.
Giving Back
Since its release in January 2008, more than 25,000 business professionals in over 100 countries have
purchased Lookeen. Features developed for the latest version of the professional Lookeen software are
now an integral part of Lookeen Free – the same powerful search capabilities of Lookeen Desktop Search
are integrated into the free version.
"We want to thank the search community for the great support they’ve given us over the years by giving
something back. A great number of our ideas come from user feedback, and we’d like to encourage
more feedback to help push Lookeen further" said CEO Martin Welker. "That’s why we haven’t diluted
Lookeen Free’s performance or limited the number of files you can search with it – we are providing the
same functionality as the professional Lookeen Desktop Search editions.”
The cure for modern information overload
Information overload is not isolated to the workplace - it is not uncommon for people to work with an
overwhelming amount of data at home, as well as at the office. In this information age, people face the
same issues with data storage, search and critical decision making that traditionally plagued only
businesses.
Lookeen Free is intended for all Windows® users who want a better alternative to the native Windows
Search, or those that already use professional Lookeen software on their work PC, but want the same
sophisticated search capabilities at home too.
Product Features
-

Index & search for an unlimited number of files on local and external drives
Search-as-you-type function for fast query feedback
Full fidelity preview of PDF, Word, PowerPoint and Excel files
Editing mode for text files like .txt, Word and Excel in preview
Advanced search filters and wildcard functions
Multi-row preview and highlighting of key terms in results list
Multiple file types supported
Compatible with Windows 10, 8, 7 and Vista

To download Lookeen Free, go to www.free.lookeen.com
The professional versions of Lookeen Desktop Search can also be tested free of charge, for a two-week
period. To download Version 10 of Lookeen Desktop Search for Windows, go to www.lookeen.com.
###
About Axonic
Axonic Informationssyteme GmbH is focused on information, communication and recognition
technologies. The company is headquartered in Karlsruhe and was founded in 2003 by Martin Welker.
For the last few years, Axonic has focused research and development in the field of "communication
intelligence" - the targeted analysis, representation and simplification of communication.
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